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CLASSIC ATTACKER MODEL

• Alice must protect her resources from attacker Charles

• Alice’s strategy is known to Charles, who adapts

• Alice’s security is only as strong as the weakest link

• Alice must guard against every possible attack

• Alice must have unlimited budget



HOPELESS

Failure to do everything means there is no 
point in doing anything.



HOPELESS

Failure to do everything means there is no 
point in doing anything.

Most users never experience most attacks.
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METRICS

Cost C resources invested by the attacker

Reward R R(N) = NYV ̅

Profit P P(N) = R(N) – C(N)



ATTACK TYPES

Scalable Non-scalable

Cost

Reward

Profit

Cs(2N) < 2Cs(N) Cn(2N) = 2Cn(N)

Rs(2N) = 2Rs(N) Rn(2N) = 2Rn(N)

Ps(2N) > 2Ps(N) Pn(2N) = 2Pn(N)



EXAMPLE

• documented spam campaign

• 350 million emails sent, $2800 reward

• if we assume break-even: Cs(350×106) = $2800

• Klara invests 1 hour of minimum wage effort per attack

• she reaches 386 users for the same cost



PERSONALIZATION

• profitable campaign: Cs(N) < NsYsV ̅s

• personalization increases cost and yield

• Csʹ(N) – Cs(N) < (Ysʹ – Ys)⋅V ̅s

• targeting may increase yield by 4.5

• cost increase must remain below $0.00002

• scalable attacks must be entirely automated



CONSEQUENCES

• scalable attacks cause greater supply of botnets, passwords, …

• value decreases due to mass production

• non-scalable attacker reaches far less victims (Ns / Nn)

• to achieve the same reward (NYV ̅), Klara must compensate



Zombie PC’s, for example, become less valuable if large
botnets are common. If bank credentials are monetized
through a mule, and mules are in short supply then
increasing supply of credentials drives the value down.
This appears to be the case with phishing where, de-
spite very visible effort there is slender evidence of re-
turn [24]. A similar effect is visible in spam, where enor-
mous campaigns appear to generate minuscule returns
[28]. A consequence of the Tragedy of the Commons
is that returns drop with increasing effort. That is to
say, V s decreases. For example, the value of getting
into a user’s email inbox has probably decreased with
time. Since so many attackers attempt to phish, there
is evidence of greater supply of credentials than can be
successfully be harvested [25]. There is evidence that
the value of zombie PC’s has been falling with time [4].

This is in line with history of industrialization. Mass
production greatly increases supply and turns the prod-
uct into a commodity, which trades primarily on price
[35]. There is little opportunity for producers to add
value, and the advantage goes to the lowest cost produc-
ers. Again the situation resembles an information good
where there is no barrier to entry; according to Shapiro
and Varian “competition among sellers of commodity
information pushes prices to zero” [15]. The existence
of a scaleable attack on a particular asset turns it into
an economies of scale business.

4. SCALABLE VERSUS NON-SCALABLE

We now explore the question of how Klara and Carl
divide the attack opportunities between them. For the
same cost, C, Carl and Klara attack different numbers
of users. Thus, Klara reaches only a small subset of
Carl’s population. That is, when Cs(Ns) = Cn(Nn) =
C, Carl’s audience, Ns, exceeds Klara’s, Nn, by orders
of magnitude. Now, if she is is to match Carl’s rewards
Klara needs:

NnYnV n ≥ NsYsV s.

This implies the following inequality between the ratios
of their yields, reaches and extracted values:

Yn

Ys
≥ Ns

Nn

V s

V n
. (3)

So she requires:

log10
Yn

Ys
≥ log10

Ns

Nn
− log10

V n

V s
. (4)

This constraint is shown pictorially in Figure 2. This
shows the region where Klara beats Carl for several
different values of Ns/Nn. When Carl outreaches her
by Ns/Nn then Klara beats his return above and to
the right of the Yield-Value frontier shown in Figure
2. Since Ns � Nn, she has two directions she can ex-
plore to offset his advantage in numbers: she can try to
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Figure 2: The profit frontier at which Klara’s
targeted attacks beat Carl’s scalable attacks.
When she is outreached Ns/Nn she needs the ra-
tio of her yield, Yn/Ys, and average extracted
values, V n/V s, to exceed Carl’s by at least the
amount shown. For example, if Ns/Nn = 104, if
she can achieve V n/V s = 103 then she beats Carl
so long as Yn/Ys > 10. Above and to the right
of the profit frontier she does better than Carl,
below it she does worse.

achieve yield that exceeds his, or target subsets of the
population where she can extract far greater value than
his average V s, or some combination of the two.

4.1 Competing on Yield Alone Makes No Sense

If she competes on yield alone Klara effectively com-
petes with Carl on price. That is, if she extracts the
same value per victim (i.e., V n = V s) then she must
have a lower cost per successfully attacked user. There
are a few circumstances where V n = V s. First, this
happens if the distribution of extractable value is uni-
form; i.e., all user’s yield equal value when successfully
attacked. Second, the distribution of extractable value
is unobservable; i.e., some users have higher value than
others, but there is no way of determining which. In
each of these cases Klara cannot hope for higher ex-
tractable value and must compete on yield alone.

When V n = V s Klara’s constraint (3) simplifies to:

Yn

Ys
≥ Ns

Nn
. (5)

Thus, to match Carl’s return, Klara’s yield must be
a factor Ns/Nn greater than Carl’s. She must exceed
his yield, by as large a factor as he exceeds her reach.
This may be possible, depending on Klara’s skill. In
part because of the competition discussed in Section 3.4,
yield on scalable attacks seems to be low in general. For
example, Kanich et al. [28], reported a yield of 3.8×10−6
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for infections from greeting card spam, and 8×10−8 for
pharma spam. Yields this low for Carl do hold open the
possibility that, while hard, Klara may be able to make
up with yield what she loses with reach (of course if Ys >
Nn/Ns then even perfect yield, Yn = 1, wouldn’t allow
Klara to match Carl). On the other hand, Jagatic et
al. [46] report 16% success with generic phishing emails
and a 72% success rate with targeted spear phishing
emails. The 4.5× improvement with personalization is
of little help to Klara if she has a 105 deficit in reach to
make up.

Recall, from Section 3.4, that (for those assets that
Carl attacks) V s decreases with time. Thus, when V n =
V s, both Carl and Klara see their returns decrease. This
is an effect of the competition that exists when an attack
is automated as Carl’s are. Since he does not have a
fixed cost per user, Carl can respond by increasing Ns

or launching increasing numbers of attacks. Since Klara
does have a per-user cost she cannot respond in this way.
Thus her cost per user is fixed, while the extractable
value per user is driven down by the commoditization
that Carl causes.

To summarize, competing on yield alone is the same
thing as competing on price for Klara. This is unpromis-
ing for a number of reasons. First, there is little evi-
dence that personalization can make up for the orders
of magnitude deficit she suffers in reach. Second, Carl
turns the assets he attacks into commodities, and drives
their prices down over time. Even if she competes suc-
cessfully her situation gets worse with time. Her values
decline, while her costs are constant. Finally, history
suggests that competing with a mass-production com-
petitor requires mass-production. Just as corner stores
get driven out by chains, and chains get driven out by
larger chains, an economies of scale business is unkind
to participants who can’t scale. History also suggests
that the way out is to seek higher value niche oppor-
tunities. This has been the pattern in scores of indus-
tries: those who have a linear cost model must seek
the highest value part of the market and differentiate
their product from the commodity version. Thus Klara
must seek users with higher extractable value. Ideally
V (k)/V s is large, but at the very least, she must seek
users with higher than average value: V (k) > V s. Only
in this way can she avoid competing in a commodity
space.

4.2 Seeking Higher Value Targets

Let’s sort all users by extractable value V (k) giving
a decreasing function as shown in Figure 3. Since she
can reach only a fraction of the population, it is clear
that Klara’s return is best when she targets the users
with highest extractable wealth. At the very least, we
have seen that she needs users with higher than average
value.
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Figure 3: Instead of attacking the whole popu-
lation Klara concentrates on the most valuable
segment. She targets those with highest value,
leaving the remainder to Carl. The average
value of her targeted users is V n. For concen-
trated distributions the average is higher than
the median; so far fewer than half of users have
greater than average value.

4.2.1 Klara Needs Longtail Distributions
To avoid competing with Carl on cost, Klara needs to

target users with higher than average value: V (k) > V s.
This is easiest when extractable value is concentrated
among as few users as possible. To profit from this con-
centration she also requires that it be observable which
users have highest value. Thus she needs:

• Concentration of extractable value

• Visibility of extractable value.

If she can attack only Nn users, she wants V n =
1/Nn

�Nn−1
k=0 V (k) to be maximum. That is, she needs

as big a fraction as possible of the total value to be con-
centrated among as few users as possible. This ensures
that V n/V s will be as big as possible (which assists with
the goal of being on the right side of the profit frontier
in Figure 2). A distribution of extractable value V (k)
that is uniform is the worst case for Klara: she can do no
better than attack indiscriminately. A distribution that
is unobservable is no better: there may be high value
users, but she can’t figure out which ones they are. Best
for her are skewed distributions with long tails such as
exponential, and power-law distributions such as Zipf,
Pareto etc. These distributions (an example is shown
in Figure 3) generally have considerable concentration:
some users have value much higher than others, which
is precisely what Klara needs. The greater the concen-
tration the higher V n/V s, and the better the chance
of lying beyond the profit frontier of Figure 2. In this
she is fortunate: power-law distributions are common in
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HIGH-VALUE TARGET

• concentration of extractable value

• visibility of extractable value

Klara needs longtail distributions.



LONGTAIL DISTRIBUTIONS

• 1.8% of US inhabitants exceed average wealth

• literature: half the attention concentrates on 2% of poets

• in a discipline with N scientists, half of the papers are 
produced by √N of them

• most users are not profitable targets for
non-scalable attacks



Alice’s avoidance of harm is not determined  by 
her security measures, but by the worthlessness of 

the average facebook page.

CONCLUSION



DISCUSSION

• the paper is obvious: security is not binary, but a tradeoff

• who is the victim of targeted attacks: Bill Gates? Sarah Palin?

• what are typical targeted attacks: spearphishing, WEM

• can non-scalable attacks be turned into scalable ones?
(think of CAPTCHA-porn)


